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EDITORIAL 
 

It’s September and the start of a new orienteering season, but to 

your Editor it feels like Christmas has come early. The reason? A 
veritable tidal wave of QuOnicle articles pouring in to my inbox this 

month—and the majority of them were sent of the author’s own free 

will with no threats or bribery from me whatsoever!  

 
Even better news is that two of these mark the start of regular 

QuOnicle features that will make our club newsletter even better. 

Over the coming editions Richard Sansbury will be sharing his tips 

and tricks for improving orienteering skills (see page 11), whilst Bill 

Vigar has been trawling through the archives to see what the club 
was up to back in 1997 (see page 8). Many thanks to both, and to 

everyone else that contributed to this edition.  

 

In truth my role as Editor mainly consists of swearing at Microsoft 
Publisher, pouncing on potential contributors and sending out 

’reminders’ - it’s the club members who make it, so if you have 

something to share please drop me an email 

(adrian_edwards@btinternet.com) or catch up with me at an event.  
 

After all, I can never have too many Christmas presents!  

 

—Adrian Edwards 

 

 
 

 
POST FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 
 

Welcome to a new season of orienteering. And welcome to our new 

club chairman Bob Lloyd and new committee member Julia 

Robertson. This edition is being distributed at our flagship event “The 

Long O”. A tremendous amount of effort is needed to produce an 
event of this type and I thank those responsible on your behalf. I 

hope that it is well supported. 
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As I write this I am thinking about the Caddihoe Chase which takes 

place this weekend at Virtuous Lady on the western edge of 

Dartmoor. What a wonderful name for a mining area. Perhaps one 
of you with an enquiring mind would like to Google it and report 

back for the next edition. 

 

For newcomers the Caddihoe has been running for many years. The 
organisation circulates between various clubs in the South West. 

Day 1 is a normal regional event and the following day is a chasing 

start based on your time of the previous day. This makes for 

exciting racing and of course the winner is the first one across the 
line which makes it easy for the organiser to declare a winner. 

 

What else is there to look forward to? The QOFL series is again 

scheduled with the first one in early November. Unfortunately this 
clashes with the Kerno galoppen. I did toy with trying to do both. 

Just kidding – maybe when I was younger! 

 

The Galoppen season gets underway on 13th October at Holne Moor 

near Hexworthy, followed a fortnight later by the Wimborne 
Galoppen. QO is central in the South West area and consequently 

its members are able support the Galoppen series and usually 

feature quite strongly. The prize giving at the Caddihoe Chase 

reflected this with 3 trophies heading for Somerset. Let’s hope the 
2013/2014 season is no exception. 

 

And so I wish you all the best for the coming season. May the sun 

shine on your efforts and you get enjoyment  from competing at 
the level you choose.  

 

—Mike Crockett 

 

 

CLUB NEWS 
 

New Members 

 

A warm welcome to  John Abbott from Whitchurch, Bristol. See you 

in the forests! 
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New Appointments 

 

Bob Lloyd has kindly agreed to become QO’s chairman for the next 
year. The QO committee has two new members—Julia Robertson 

and Vikki Page. Vikki is taking on the newly-created role of JOG 

Representative on the committee. Outside of the committee Jeff 

Pakes has taken on the role of Volunteer Coordinator. This will 
involve ensuring that the volunteer workload is spread fairly and 

evenly, encouraging and promoting volunteers, and acting as a point 

of contact to collate and distribute information about volunteers.  

 
Really Good Relays 

 

Congratulations to all those who took part in the 2013 SWOA Relay 

Series. Thanks in no small part to the tireless efforts of Chris Hasler, 
QO had at least one team (and sometimes two!) in every one of the 

six events over the summer, finishing the series in a very 

respectable third place. SARUM pipped up to 2nd place by just 4 

points, whilst Wessex led the way throughout and won all six. Eyes 

on the silver for next year ladies and gents!  
 

QO In the News 

 

Club members in the Bridgwater area may have spotted an article 
about our very own Neil Clegg in the Bridgwater Mercury. It 

commemorated Neil and brother Gavin (also QO at the time, but 

now Wessex) being selected to represent Britain in a European 

orienteering competition back in July 1973. Neil said the article 
makes him feel old—so I probably shouldn’t point out that your 

Editor was 4 years short of entering this world when the Clegg 

brothers were orienteering for Queen and country! 

 

Parkrun 
 

Parkrun is a new free weekly 5k run that will be commencing from 

Saturday 5th October at Longrun Meadow in Taunton. Four QO 

members have volunteered to help with the administration on an 
occasional basis, using other Saturdays to take part.  If you would 

like to be involved, contact Dave Bullock (DBullock@sasp.co.uk). Let 

him know you are a member of QO. For more details see the flyer on 

page 26.  

mailto:DBullock@sasp.co.uk
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Winner’s Gallery 
 

Club Champion: Richard Sansbury 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  

QOFL trophy winners, 2013:  

White: Guy Owen 

Yellow: Issy Modica 

Orange: Chris Green 
Light Green: Flurry Grierson 

Green: Tony Hext 

Blue: Will Kromhout 

  
JOG trophy winners, 2013: 

Hare: Eleanor Hasler 

Squirrel:, Issy Modica 

Badger: Angela Modica 
Fox: Tom Hasler 

 

 
 
 

 
Eleanor with the Hare trophy 
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Top left: Issy with Squirrel trophy 

 

Top right: Angela with Badger trophy 

 

Middle left: Tom with Fox trophy 

 

Middle right: Orange winner Chris 

 

Bottom left; Yellow winner Issy 
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The QuOnicle Chronicles 
 

In the first of a new series, Bill Vigar digs through the archives to find 

out what was happening in the world of QO 100 newsletters ago. Back 
then the QuOnicle was simply called ’Quantock Orienteers’ and was a 

single A4 page (occasionally with an A5 attachment)—I chose the 
wrong time to be Editor! 
 

Mike and the Modicas—QO’s winning Galoppen contingent. Careful, don’t lose your 

marbles... 
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Newsletter No. 51 May 1997 

 
 The list of forthcoming events comprised an informal event at Ham 

Hill, planner Kevin Thompson, it was his first attempt.. 

 

 A street score event in Taunton, to be followed by a Barbeque, 

organised by Ted & Lennox Heath (bring your own meat & drink - 

salads, bread etc will be provided). 
 

 A Long-O at Great Headon and Dunster, planned and organised by 

Arthur Vince and starting from the nearby Youth Hostel. I think that 

was the first of the continuing series and is long remembered for a 

control on a 'Veg Boundary' in head high bracken. 
 

 A Permanent Orienteering Course at Staple Hill was now open. It did 

not prove possible to get the Mayor of Taunton to open it as "the 

opening of recreational facilities during the period leading up to a 

general election is forbidden". 
 

 The content of the QO library, various Orienteering related 

publications available for loan to members, was listed. 

 

 The chairman, Chris Philip, thanked members who helped at the 

JK  in Cornwall, this was pre electronic punching, so we sat in a 

caravan checking the punch marks on several thousand control cards. 
 

 The Nightjars at Culm Davy caused the club champs, then planned 

for June, being brought foward to May. 

 

 There was a report on a Badge event at Copley Wood, Jenny 

Tennant, the Organiser, started her review with "My car still smells 

slightly fishy", I won't expand on this. 
 

 There was a reminder that Smoking at Events was against the rules.  

 

 Rachael Holmes had been selected for a BOF junior tour, and there 

was an appeal for a team manager for the South Dorset Coast Path 

Relay, QO had been second the previous year. 

 
—Bill Vigar 
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WHERE DO ENTRY FEES GO? 

 

 
It appears that the cost of entering orienteering events is rising and 

sometimes it seems that the competitor is not getting much for their 

money. I thought it would be a useful exercise to provide a rough 

breakdown of where the money does go: 
 

 Maps – the printed map is possibly all that the competitor sees 

that they get for their money – probably only 20-30p per copy. 

 

 Mapping, planning and controlling – all of these people 

regularly spend many hours in the production of an event – all 

given voluntarily.  Their time is free and some generous souls 

also do not claim any travel expenses, but repeat visits to 
sometimes distant venues can clock up many miles for which 

they are entitled to claim expenses. 

 

 Levies – the club has to contribute both to British Orienteering 

and the South West Orienteering Association.  Current charges 

per competitor to these bodies are £1 and 76p respectively. 

 
 Permissions – the days of running in the forest for free are no 

more. The Forestry Commission, National Trust and other 
landowners now charge for the privilege. Examples are: 

Forestry Commission - £50 for a QOFL and £150 for a 

Galoppen. 

National Trust - £25 minimum and £1 per competitor for some 
events. 

Somerset Wildlife Trust – “Voluntary donation” £25 suggested. 

Crown Estate - £50 for any significant event. 

Luckily, most of the private landowners do not charge at the 
moment but some that we have approached in the past have 

asked for such large sums that we have declined to use their 

land. 

 

 Equipment – we take for granted the SI electronic system that 

gives us such accurate timing of runs but the cost of the whole 

system is now something in excess of £10,000.  Treat those 
control boxes that you visit with more respect when you know 

that dibbers cost £30 and each box+stake+kite tots up to over 
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£200.  Appreciate now why loss of these or vandalism at 

events is hugely expensive as there is no insurance for controls 

whilst in the forest. Items like computers regularly need 
upgrading. The website incurs a management fee. 

 

 Some events incur other costs – toilet hire for example is in the 

region of £100, trophies, advertising etc. 

 

I could go on and I am sure that I have forgotten some items. 
Continue to enjoy events and please appreciate the most valuable 

asset which is the time and expertise that is freely given.  That also 

leads to a request for more volunteer help at events.  Regular 

helpers are relied upon heavily at events - more volunteers mean 
each person has to do less - be willing even if new to the sport as it 

is a good way of getting to know members. 

—Rosie Wych 

 

SKILLING UP: Hints and Tips for Improvement 

I've been regularly orienteering for over 15 years now. My early 

method was to point myself vaguely in the right direction, run hard, 

and hope to bump into the control. It didn't always work, so I've had 

to learn to develop a better technique. 
 

There are three ways to have a better run: (a) run faster (b) choose 

better routes (c) don't make mistakes. Well the first one is not 

something I can help you with, but I'm going to try and help you 
with the second and third. I'm starting a series of tips on the 

technical skills of orienteering - things I have picked up over the 

years. Here we go: 

 
Tip #1 - Get off the path 

 

Corner cutting is a basic skill aimed at anyone running orange or 

higher. Your average recreational walker or runner will stick to tracks 

and paths. Orienteers are not average though! A good course 
planner will try and make it so that the optimum route is not along 

paths and reward those who are adventurous enough to get off the 

tracks. 
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Here are two extract from an Orange course at Ramscombe in 

2010: 

Take the first example. I could go to control 1 around the paths. Up 

the hill, across the path crossing, continue up to the next path to 

the right, and then downhill onto the control. This is the easiest 

option for a novice, and least likely to go wrong. However, I have 

marked on a dotted line to show a more direct route. By cutting the 

corner I shave a short distance off the journey but more 

significantly I save myself some unnecessary climb. 

In the second example, 7 to 8, I could go round the paths and then 

follow the earthbank to the control. Simple, but look how much I 

can save by following the dotted line. I do not want to cross the 

area of young trees - this is likely to be tough going, but I can easily 

cut through the forest. 

It's also more fun away from the path! 

There's also another good route option between 7 and 8, can you 

see it? 
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Tip #2 - Measure the distance 

 

This is an advanced skill aimed at those doing green or higher. You 
can't get lost if you keep track of where you are. If there are plenty 

of features you can track where you are on the map quite easily. 

But in some places there are no obvious clues as to where you are. 

This is where pace counting is of real benefit. 
 

Almost all adults will walk at between 60 and 64 double paces per 

100m. I have a short stride so for me it's 64. If you don't know 

what it is for you will not be far out if you assume 60. But how 
many running paces do you have per 100m? It's worth working this 

out. Find a length of flat ground. Mark a point and walk away for 

60 double paces. That is 100m. Now run back to the first point and 

count your paces on the way. Repeat a few times to get a 
consistent figure. For me a comfortable jog is 40 double paces and 

a sprint is 32.  Try again on sloping ground to see how gradient 

affects your pacing. 

 

So using this information here is an extract from the blue course at 

the Blackborough QOFL earlier this year: 
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These three controls are going to be difficult for me to see as they 

are in depressions.  More significantly it's going to be difficult to 

avoid overshooting as there are no easy "catching features" to stop 
me going too far (a subject for a future tip). But I judge the leg 

lengths are both slightly less than 200m, its flat and runnable so 

for me I'll guess it should be roughly 55 double paces from 13 to 

14, and the same again from 14 to 15. By counting paces to 
measure the distance, together with a compass to find the 

direction, I should be able to land right on the control. 

 

Give it a try next time. It's a surprisingly accurate and reliable 
method (providing you don't lose count!). It's particularly useful at 

night events. 

 

Whatever your skill level - enjoy your orienteering. 
 

—Richard Sansbury 
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EVENTS 
 

 

The Dave Holmes Memorial Trophy, Saturday 6th July 2013 
 

What a glorious summer afternoon for the special Quantock 

Orienteering Street Event on Saturday 6th July 2013 in memory of 

Dave Holmes, who passed away last autumn. I know that he had 
been very much part of the club for many years and is sadly 

missed.  He was an expert on making maps and had personally 

helped me working together at his home on updating and making 

the maps for some JOG events I was tasked to organise, in 
particular for Fyne Court and Longrun Meadow. I certainly 

welcomed his expertise, advice and patience when trying to work 

out how best to use the areas and how quickly he could make 

changes to the maps. Thank you. 

 
My day started with my not very onerous task of checking that 

nobody had tampered with the controls set out in Somerset College 

and Longrun Meadow, in particular the one on the Willow 

Cathedral. One of my favourite places, I know it well, as I live only 
a few hundred meters away, the control was securely tucked away 

and nobody seemed very interested. All were in position and I just 

had to stand there, wandering between controls there and in 

Somerset College grounds, apparently trying to look authoritarian 
in my high visibility jacket, admittedly a bit sweaty in the hot sun. 

 

I then handed over my duties to Ted Heath and set off for Kings 

College for my start.  I had decided to go on the Long Course 
(11km), as I had not orienteered for ages and wanted to make the 

most of the opportunity for a run out. 

 

The course started across the road by the side of Richard Huish 

then along the footpath used for school children in the week up to 
Vivary Park.  Setting off at a pace, I was wondering how long I was 

going to keep this up in the heat of the day.  Entering Vivary Park, 

it was busier than I have ever seen it, full of people enjoying the 

fine weather, children playing, young and old walking and sitting in 
the gardens, looking on not really interested in the runners going 

past, us orienteerers also young and old, puffing and blowing, 
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sweating, easily identified from all others by us clutching at maps.  

No mistakes luckily here, the controls were where I expected them! 

Off to a good start for once. 
 

Out across behind Wilton Church, along some quiet streets and 

through into familiar territory for me of Somerset College and 

Longrun Meadow. Finally through ‘that gate’, usually locked and 
overgrown, and past a leisurely game of cricket, the running here 

fast and furious across the sport pitches and deserted college 

buildings. How nice to know where I was going I thought for once. 

Then out and past the cemetery and around the back of Musgrove 
Hospital to a large open space, playing fields I had never known 

were there before.  Some girls lying out in the sunshine very 

generously clapping and cheering me on which was nice as by now 

I was starting to flag a little and felt I was slacking off. I did not 
seem to have been running for long but was already tired and 

wondering if I was half way yet so was clearly settling for a more 

comfortable pace as I was feeling the heat.     

 

A few decisions now to be taken on route, a risk of whether or not I 
would be able to get through the houses and up past Queens 

College, the only noticeable incline. I admit my uncertainty as to 

whether I would have to double back if I could not get through 

made me temporarily slow to a cautious walk. Relief I could, out 
across Trull Road and time to turn over the map. Hmmn, quite a 

way still to go!  More decisions on route choice again through these 

unfamiliar streets and then out into some fields with cows, what 

were they doing in the middle of Taunton? Now, sooner than 
expected, it was the home straight back up to Kings College and 

time to put some more effort in and get a move on.  A quick circuit 

across the school sport pitches and then into the finish, even with 

some applause.  I felt a sense of pride that I had got around OK 

and not disgraced myself with bad navigation and had got in before 
the Barbeque was over.   

 

All in all the course provided a great tour of the towns residential 

streets and open spaces of Taunton and a chance to visit some 
parts I had never even been to, the green spaces, quiet areas and 

helpful cut-throughs that I have never used and I was able to 

appreciate the town I live in. 
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Once we were all in and tucking into the delicious food, Mike 

Crockett summed up the event, welcomed the runners from other 

clubs and thanked the organisers and helpers. 
 

Dave Holmes wife, Jan, awarded the prizes, the Dave Holmes 

Trophy going to Gavin Clegg of Wessex Orienteering Club, with the 

fastest time on the Long Course. 
 

Roger and Judy did a great job as always organising this event and 

how lovely to sit and chat at the Barbeque afterwards.  All in all an 

afternoon well spent.  Great to see some parts of Taunton that I 
have never been to and I have taken away a great map that I shall 

cherish and use I am sure many times to study where things are 

and can use to plan where to go for a run next.  Thanks to Dave 

Holmes for the great, detailed and accurate mapping over the 
years and carefully put together for this by Jim Mallinson and for a 

great course planned by Nick Fernandes and thanks to Judy and 

Roger for the organisation and everyone else who helped make it a 

fantastic event with a pleasant atmosphere.  I had a great 

afternoon! 
 

—Sheila Braine 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Lady Lycra’s View... 

 

This is an unusual piece to write as I didn't really know David but 

looking at the number of entries he was a well-respected Orienteer. 

 
When we arrived in Taunton the summer came with us. We arrived 

at the event centre, parked up and headed to registration. We went 

to the cricket pavilion for  Gavin to register etc. The lady in charge 

of the entries said “and this must be Lady Lycra” - !!! Amazing, I 
had hardly put my head above the parapet recently - I admitted 

my identity graciously. Not too sure if it is 'fame' or 'infamy'! I'm 

sure Gavin's brow was slightly furrowed. I went through the usual 

process, wished him good luck and went off to explore Taunton. 
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I asked the chaps manning the college entrance gate to point me in 

the right direction towards the town. It was a lovely day and a 

pleasant walk to the centre. I like Taunton, it has some beautiful 
buildings and is very well planned. It has good shopping areas too. 

I have been in the past with my mother-in-law, who is always 

great company. The town was pretty busy and after a wander 

around, the usual need for coffee emerges. I found one of my 
favourite coffee shops - Cafe Nero - and settled down to read my 

book whilst sitting outside in the glorious sunshine. My book at the 

moment is 'Dreams from my father' written by Barack Obama. A 

very good read, he has an unusual history. 
 

After a while I was a little concerned that I had not yet seen the 

variety of the sometimes bemused colourful clad Lycra beings that 

are usually popping up from all directions. It took a time for it to 
sink in that the event started from the campus and 95% of the 

event was in the suburbs. Oops! Oh well, quickly put book away 

and finish coffee - admit my mistake - should have read the info 

first not later!!! 

 
I'm sure David Holmes would forgive me and I hope I made him 

smile. I headed off at great speed back to Kings College campus. I 

was planning to make it in time to see the finishers (or at least 

some of them). On return I found out that yes the runners hadn’t 
gone through the centre of town. 

 

However all was not lost as I was in time for the prize giving. Gavin 

had won the event and was given a superb  trophy of Wills Neck 
trig point made by Mike Murray. This was rather poignant as the 

area Will Neck stands in was the second area Gavin ever 

orienteered on back in 1970 and next to Great Wood which Gavin 

originally mapped for the South West Championships. I heard one 

comment that David had mapped or re-mapped most of the 
Quantocks during his lifetime. Quite an achievement. 

 

As usual part of another pleasant weekend.  

 
—Lady Lycra 
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Jan Holmes presents Gavin Clegg with the Dave Holmes Memorial Trophy 
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The French OMM 2013 

 

Many club members are aware of and some have taken part in the 
OMM (formally the KIMM) 2 day mountain marathon- basically a 2 

day long distance orienteering/marathon event held annually in a 

mountain region somewhere in the UK. This event was the original 

of its format and there are now many copycat type events 
attracting thousands of devotees throughout the UK. What many in 

the UK don’t appreciate is that the format is now franchised outside 

of the UK-our own Will competed in the Icelandic OMM earlier this 

summer, and Rosie and I took part for the first time in the French 
event during our annual cycling/climbing holiday to the Alps this 

August. 

 

We found the event by pure accident during our research into the 
area we had chosen for this year’s trip- the French Jura Alps. This 

area, the Doubs Region lies to the North of Lake Geneva right up to 

the border with Switzerland- it seemed a good opportunity to try 

some ‘foreign’ orienteering and being over the last weekend of our 

holiday it didn’t matter too much if we completely crocked 
ourselves doing it! 

 

The format of the event was a 2 day score for pairs of competitors 

– two courses of 6 or 4.5 hours each day with an overnight camp 
meaning all kit had to be carried. There is also a ‘randonee’ event 

each day for teams who preferred to do the courses as long 

distance walks- more popular with the French themselves. The area 

each day is divided into two areas containing controls of various 
point values with a fixed time window to pass through a 

compulsory manned control into the second areas of controls. 

Teams were separated according to age, sex etc, so Rosie and I 

found ourselves in the mixed supervets class by dint of having a 

combined age of 100+ (no comment!) [Ed—that must mean that 
Andy is at least 70!]. 

 

Anyone who has experienced the leviathan that is the organisation 

of the OMM in the UK would be pleasantly amused to face what we 
came upon on the Friday evening before the event to register- the 

whole event is more akin to our own humble little Long O- the 

organiser ‘Jacques’ (no kidding) is in his 70s and has been doing 

this event, single-handedly, for some years- he ropes in members 
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of his family and friends to help on the day, but apart from that he 

plans, puts out and collects all the controls himself- no mean feat 

considering the area required and the mountainous terrain. 
 

The registration process was straightforward- SI hardware is used 

and an English speaking assistant was available to assist the non-

fluent. 
 

Day1 dawned with a kit check for all teams rather than just at 

random. You were asked to show you have two items from the pre-

issued kit list, selected at random by the ‘event team’ (Jacques’ 
neighbours etc). A briefing in French then translated into English 

was followed by a nice lazy mass start at 11.00am- map packs 

were issued containing bags and control descriptions (in English for 

the English teams who comprised over 50% of the entry) and a 
cheerful cry of ‘allez!’ and we were off. 

 

We had been warned by English runners there who had been 

coming for the last few years about the ‘short-comings’ of the 

maps used. We are of course used to the excellent maps used over 
here produced at club-level by our own mappers and in UK 

marathon events by companies such as Harvey etc. The maps used 

for this event were drawn some years ago and not touched since- 

whole major features are missing or are shown on the map and no 
longer exist- it affects everyone of course so just adds to the fun 

and mystique. This map effectively had two colours- green and 

yellow- meaning combinations of dense forest with large open 

rough grasslands- and many many close set contours! This proved 
the case, the open areas being subdivided into rough pasture fields 

for grazing cattle by many waist high electric and/or barbed wire 

fences (not mapped) - the electric ones being a game of Russian 

Roulette- ‘are they on or not?’ with painful repercussions if one 

presumed the latter without recourse to the usual mode of crossing 
– pushing them down using the map bag as an insulator to lower 

them enough to step over. 

 

After an easy first control on a building Rosie and I fell victim to 
our own confidence and the limitations of the mapping where we 

spent about an hour searching for a boundary stone (actually the 

French-Swiss border!) in a densely forested area. We had finally 

resolved to cut our losses when an English couple happened past 
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and confirmed it was about 15m away from where we had been 

stood for the last 15minutes convincing ourselves we were nowhere 

near it- oh well… 
 

Our navigation improved as we got better at interpreting the map 

with only one further problem on day 1 where we searched in vain 

for a control in dense forest- the description being ‘large trees’(!!)- 
again this was a problem of the literal French translation- the 

actual site we learnt later was a single large tree with a huge 

carved face in it and a massive path all the way for tourists to go to 

see it – not the smaller unmapped path we had scoured in vain. 
 

The overnight campsite turned out to be a real one with all the 

usual facilities of a typical French site- i.e. one could have a wash 

and buy beer- simple pleasures unheard of in the English OMM! A 
communal fire was lit, one could chat with other competitors and 

free bottled spirits were handed out to taste. Of course the sun still 

shone and it was a wonderfully warm evening 

 

Day2 began early- the mass start was at 7.00am. The sun was 
already up and it was cooler for running at that time in the 

morning. We had a much better day and arrived back with about 

10 minutes to spare having abandoned an over-ambitious plan to 

bag an outlying control rather than going direct to the finish, 
halfway to it, so no penalties incurred. A very tasty two course 

meal was provided and a prize giving ceremony followed. It seems 

for a small event, our Jacques had negotiated a huge bundle of 

goodies from his sponsors, as nearly everyone seemed to be 
named as a winning team in some indecipherable class or other- us 

included- we came away with a rather smart pair of French sport 

sunglasses each. 

 

In conclusion- a great event- low-key enough to be friendly and fun 
but –if you’re good enough and want a challenge- long and 

demanding with huge amounts of climb in a beautiful setting- 

would we do it again?- yes for sure- we are already looking at 

flights to Geneva for next year’s event in Morzine-Avoriaz in the 
Jura Massif. 

 

How about it? - If another pair was interested, it will make car hire 

cheaper- let us know.     —Andy and Rosie 
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A Novel Event 

 

NGOC have staged some novel events over the years, but the one 
their chairman produced for the BOK Army event last week really 

did excel. 

 

Near Westbury on Severn a farmer has diversified. He has 
abandoned Dairy farming and has gone in for leisure activities for 

the public. He has a Mountain Bike circuit, Mountain Boarding, a 

Carp Lake, an Adventure maze and last but not least a more 

normal type of Maze. This Maze is no ordinary maze but a Maize 
Maze (pun definitely intended). The field is planted with maize and 

then paths created to form three different mazes. The Mazes have 

a theme and each year is different, this year the theme was On 

Safari with a monkey, giraffe and an elephants head forming the 
three outlines. A visit to Elton Farms website has an aerial photo 

which really is amazing (no pun intended) [Ed—I think Mike has 

caught a bad case of Apundicitis!]. www.eltonfarm-leisure.co.uk 

 

How is this related to orienteering I hear you ask. A map has been 
produced showing all three mazes and controls placed at strategic 

points taking in the whole area and courses planned in the normal 

way rather like an urban event. We had three courses which we did 

consecutively with a short rest between each. Total times varied 
between 30 minutes and well over an hour. 

 

We were also able to purchase some of the cobs which were the 

garden variety before retiring to a nearby public house for a snack 
and drink. All in all a very enjoyable day. 

 

The picture overleaf is a reduced version of the map, with the 

easiest course. 

 
—Mike Crockett  
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And Finally… 

 

These are some actual comments left on US Forest Service regis-

tration sheets and comment cards by backpackers completing wil-
derness camping trips. I wonder if the Forestry Commission has a 

similar collection?! 

 

“Escalators would help on steep uphill sections.”  

 
“Trails need to be wider so people can walk while holding hands.”  

 

“All the mile markers are missing this year.”  

 
“Found a smouldering cigarette left by a horse.”  

 

“Trails need to be reconstructed. Please avoid building trails that 

go uphill.”  
 

“Too many bugs and leeches and spiders and spider webs. Please 

spray the wilderness to rid the area of these pests.”  

 
“Chair lifts need to be in some places so that we can get to won-

derful views without having to hike to them.”  

 

“Reflectors need to be placed on trees every 50 feet so people can 

hike at night with flashlights.”  [Ed—What a fantastic idea for 
QOADs!] 

 

“Need more signs to keep area pristine.”  

 
“A McDonald’s would be nice at the trail head.”  

 

“A small deer came into my camp and stole my bag of pickles. Is 

there a way I can get reimbursed?.”  
 

And my personal favourite and surely the complaint of many an 

orienteer... 

 

“The places where trails do not exist are not well marked.”  
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Fixtures 

 

Senior Club Events  

 

The Forest League (QOFL) is our series of regular events with colour coded 
courses, White to Blue to suit all abilities. Start times 11am to 1pm. Costs: 
Senior £7 (£5 BOF members), Junior £2, Families £12, Dibber Hire £1.  

 
QOADS are the QO winter night navigation league. A one hour score event. 
Registration from 1700. Starts from 1800 to 1900.   

 
JOG Fixtures are on page 27. 

 

PLEASE CHECK DETAILS BEFORE TRAVELLING: 
www.quantockorienteers.co.uk 

 
 

Edition 152 will be distributed at QOFL 1 on 10th November. Copy to 
adrian_edwards@btinternet.com by 31st October  please.  

10.11.13 QOFL 1 Culm Davy ST128167 

16.11.13 QOAD 1 Wind Down  

15.12.13 QOFL 2 Triscombe ST164359 

27.12.13 Xmas Novelty Wind Down  

12.01.14 QOFL 3 St Audries ST117411 

02.02.14 QO Galoppen Castle Neroche ST267158 

30.03.14 QOFL 4 Priors Park ST219161 

27.04.14 QOFL 5 Crowcombe Heathfield ST126343 

18.05.14 QOFL 6 Kingscliff Wood ST270320 

    


